About

- The National COVID-19 Equipment Clearinghouse connecting Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) suppliers to those who need it most, the healthcare providers at the frontline.
- Working with governments to determine where demand is and where it is most urgent - it is a tool designed to gather data as efficiently as possible to assist in distribution efforts.
- Comprehensive operation to verify the suppliers around the world in order to deliver a pre-vetted list of protective equipment suppliers to healthcare providers

Leadership Team

A group of emboldened civic tech individuals and those in the medical field, with many formerly involved with state and local government institutions, supported by US Digital Response.

- **Andrew Stroup**: CEO of LVRG (supply chain tech), former Director of Product and Technology at White House Innovation Fellows (Obama administration), Entrepreneur-in-Residence at Bank of America, and co-founder of Megabots
- **Nadav Ullman**: Product at Cruise, Formerly CEO of Dashride (acquired by Cruise), Named 2020 Forbes 30 Under 30
- **Eric Ries**: CEO of Long Term Stock Exchange, author of “The Lean Startup”
- **Alex Oshmyansky**: MD, Ph.D, CEO / Founder at The Affordable Medicine Club, Adjunct Faculty at Stanford University, Marshall Scholar Administration, Former Executive Director of 18F (pioneer of new government procurement method)
- With key support of **Andy Slavitt**: Chairman of the board of United States of Care, former Acting Administrator of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services during Obama admin (leader of the team which repaired healthcare.gov)

Team

- 60+ volunteers with backgrounds across government, health, and technology

Collaborators

- [US Digital Response](#)
- [PPE Coalition](#)

Social support by **Andy Slavitt**, **Mark Cuban** and **Matt Cutts**.
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Jaime Getto press@projectn95.com